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Ex-Knick Jamal Crawford leaves Goodwin agency
BY FRANK ISOLA

Jamal Crawford, who could love nothing more than to rejoin the Knicks when a new collective bargaining agreement is finalized, will 

apparently have new representation when he officially becomes a free agent.

According to a person close to the former Knicks shooting guard, Crawford has parted ways with his longtime agency, Goodwin Sports 

Management, and is seeking a new agent.

The Goodwin brothers, Aaron and Eric, have maintained a good relationship with the Knicks, particularly when Isiah Thomas was in charge. It 

was Thomas who orchestrated a sign-and-trade with the Bulls to originally acquire Crawford. Thomas also made a draft day trade for another 

Goodwin client, Nate Robinson.

The Goodwin's top client is Kevin Durant. The Goodwins, based out of Seattle, for obvious reasons have dominated that market for years. 

They represented former Sonics guard Gary Payton. They were also LeBron James' first agent before James left for CAA.

Crawford, 30, has been one of the NBA's top sixth men the last two seasons with the Atlanta Hawks. Last season, he averaged 14.2 points, 

his lowest scoring average in 10 seasons. However, he did help Atlanta reach the second round of the playoffs.

If the Knicks wanted to acquire Crawford, they likely would have to work out a sign-and-trade with Atlanta, which is unlikely. In November, 

when asked about possibly returning to New York, Crawford said, "Why not? I don't think the trade was personal. It was all about 2010 and 

the players you can possibly get. I love Atlanta. I want to work out an extension here, but if I become a free agent it's not the end of the 

world."

"I'll definitely listen," Crawford added. "If the extension isn't working out, I would definitely listen for sure. I would meet with them."

The Nets are a possibility also, since New Jersey could use a scorer.
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